Single-Molecule Mechanical Folding and Unfolding of RNA Hairpins: Effects of Single A-U to A·C Pair Substitutions and Single Proton Binding and Implications for mRNA Structure-Induced -1 Ribosomal Frameshifting.
A wobble A·C pair can be protonated at near physiological pH to form a more stable wobble A+·C pair. Here, we constructed an RNA hairpin (rHP) and three mutants with one A-U base pair substituted with an A·C mismatch on the top (near the loop, U22C), middle (U25C), and bottom (U29C) positions of the stem, respectively. Our results on single-molecule mechanical (un)folding using optical tweezers reveal the destabilization effect of A-U to A·C pair substitution and protonation-dependent enhancement of mechanical stability facilitated through an increased folding rate, or decreased unfolding rate, or both. Our data show that protonation may occur rapidly upon the formation of an apparent mechanical folding transition state. Furthermore, we measured the bulk -1 ribosomal frameshifting efficiencies of the hairpins by a cell-free translation assay. For the mRNA hairpins studied, -1 frameshifting efficiency correlates with mechanical unfolding force at equilibrium and folding rate at around 15 pN. U29C has a frameshifting efficiency similar to that of rHP (∼2%). Accordingly, the bottom 2-4 base pairs of U29C may not form under a stretching force at pH 7.3, which is consistent with the fact that the bottom base pairs of the hairpins may be disrupted by ribosome at the slippery site. U22C and U25C have a similar frameshifting efficiency (∼1%), indicating that both unfolding and folding rates of an mRNA hairpin in a crowded environment may affect frameshifting. Our data indicate that mechanical (un)folding of RNA hairpins may mimic how mRNAs unfold and fold in the presence of translating ribosomes.